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In this work, we report on the optimization of a double-gate silicon-on-insulator field effect device
operation to maximize pH sensitivity. The operating point can be fine tuned by independently
biasing the fluid and the back gate of the device. Choosing the bias points such that device is nearly
depleted results in an exponential current response—in our case, 0.70 decade per unit change in pH.
This value is comparable to results obtained with devices that have been further scaled in width,
reported at the forefront of the field, and close to the ideal value of 1 decade/ pH. By using a thin
active area, sensitivity is increased due to increased coupling between the two conducting surfaces
of the devices. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2920776兴
Miniaturized sensors play an indispensable role in the
downscaling of chemical and biological analysis systems for
cost effective and high throughput operation. Besides sensing
molecules in fluid, sensing pH in the fluidic environment
with high sensitivity is of fundamental importance for
chemical and biological applications.1 Among the types of
sensors amenable for miniaturization for such use,2,3 electrical sensors are very attractive since they can be mass fabricated in a cost effective fashion, individually addressed, integrated with other components on a common platform, and
easily interfaced for electrical readout. Electrical sensing can
be executed using metal electrodes4 or by using field effect
sensors with a suitable gate dielectric. Field effect sensors
offer versatile operation with no electrochemical reactions on
the surface, easy surface modification, and a potential to be
reused. Using field effect transistors, often referred to as ionsensitive-field-effect transistors, as charge sensitive elements
in fluid, has been pioneered by Bergveld.5 Recently, there has
been a renewed interest and a trend toward further miniaturizing field effect devices, providing better charge sensitivity
compared to their bulk counterparts.6 Here, we report on the
operation of a double-gated nanoscale thickness field effect
device with microscale width and show that decreasing the
thickness of the active area with operating bias optimization
yields close to ideal operation for sensing the pH of the fluid
environment. We highlight the importance of using both the
bottom and fluidic gates and discuss parameters important
for the optimization of operation.
A fully complementary metal-oxide semiconductor compatible process was used for the transducer fabrication.7 As
shown in Fig. 1, the typical resulting active area for each
“nanoplate” sensor is about 2 m in width, 20 m in length,
and 27 nm in thickness. The source-drain current 共IDS兲 was
measured as a function of both the back gate bias 共VBS兲 and
fluid gate bias 共VFS兲 for buffers with different pH values.7
The substrate bias is used as a back gate, and the fluid bias is
controlled by biasing the platinum contacting the fluid at the
front surface 共Fig. 1兲. Figure 2共a兲 qualitatively describes the
a兲
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mode of operation under various biasing conditions. Using a
silicon-on-insulator 共SOI兲 device instead of a bulk device
allows for operation in both inversion and accumulation
modes, by applying a positive bias or negative bias, respectively, to the fluid and back gate. In full inversion or depletion, fixing the bias at one of the gates and shifting the other
gate potential toward flatband 共toward the center兲, causes the
device to become partially depleted. For sensing purposes,
this mode, known as the subthreshold region, is the choice of

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Optical micrograph shows the platinum fluidic
gate near a device on the chip. Both a fluidic gate and a back gate are used
to modulate the conduction properties of the device, resulting in a doublegated field effect sensor. 共b兲 Schematic representation of the cross section of
a nanoplate device through the dashed lines shown in 共a兲, illustrating the
final material composition and geometry of the sensor.
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once again7 关Fig. 3共b兲兴. Bias conditions for maximum sensitivity were identified by dividing IDS at pH 8.10 by IDS at pH
6.31 and plotting the logarithm of the result as a function of
the fluid and back gate bias 关Fig. 3共c兲-equivalent of subtracting Fig. 3共a兲 from Fig. 3共b兲兴. Maximum sensitivity is observed at the hole and electron conduction shores, as was
previously explained 关Fig. 2共a兲兴. Taking the weighted sum of
two parts, 共1兲 partial derivative of IDS with respect to VFS and
共2兲 partial derivative of IDS with respect to VBS at pH 8.10,
reasonably predicts the most sensitive regions 关Fig. 3共d兲兴.
The fluid potential 共VFS兲 directly modulates the top surface potential 共Y F兲. Hence, taking 共d log10 共IDS兲 / dVFS兲 will
correctly predict the sensitivity to surface charge. However
this is not possible with a dc measurement system since only
partial derivatives with respect to one variable can be obtained, not the direct derivative. In order to obtain the direct
derivative from dc measurements the magnitude of coupling
共c兲 of the two surfaces should be known,
d log共IDS兲  log共IDS兲  log共IDS兲 dVBS
=
+
·
,
dVFS
VFS
VBS
dVFS

共1兲

where the coupling coefficient is
dVBS
= c.
dVFS

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Qualitative description of the device operation
modes as a function of the fluid and back gate bias of the device 共potentials
with respect to source potential兲. Red circles represent holes and blue circles
represent electrons. Depending on the bias applied, the device can be fully
depleted 共opposing polarities of fluid and gate bias, or no bias兲, fully accumulated 共negative fluid and back gate bias兲, fully inverted 共positive fluid and
back gate bias兲 or partially depleted 共biasing one gate, and not biasing the
other兲. 共b兲 IDS as a function of the back gate bias 共VBS兲 at different fluid gate
biases 共VFS-shown in the legend in volts兲. 共c兲 IDS as a function of the fluid
gate bias 共VFS兲 at different back gate biases 共VBS-shown in the legend in
volts兲.

operation since the change in current is exponential for a
linear change in surface potential. The red and blue dashed
lines in Fig. 2共a兲 highlight these regions that are optimum for
operation as a sensor. The source-drain current through the
device for different gate biases corresponding to each of the
different modes in Fig. 2共a兲 is shown in Figs. 2共b兲 and 2共c兲.
In order to identify the optimum operating conditions of
the sensor, IDS was measured as a function of both the fluid
and back gate voltages, in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer
with pH 8.10. A slight expected drift in the current due to the
formation of the double layer and the hydration of the silicon
dioxide layer was observed8 and measurements were taken
until drift was minimized 关Fig. 3共a兲兴. The fluid was replaced
with the same buffer at pH 6.31, and current was measured

共2兲

The relative contribution of the two partial derivatives in
共1兲 to the final sensitivity can be taken as a measure of how
much the two surfaces are coupled 共c兲 to each other. In the
case in which the conduction channel is much thicker than
the intrinsic Debye length 共tchannel Ⰷ LD兲, the front and back
surfaces will be totally decoupled from each other, and the
sensitivity to change in charge on the front surface
共electrolyte-insulator interface兲 will only be represented by
the first part 共partial with respect to VFS兲. Alternatively, in the
case in which the thickness is small compared to the intrinsic
Debye length 共tchannel Ⰶ LD兲, the contribution of the two parts
will be the same 共partial with respect to VFS and VBS兲. In our
case, the intrinsic Debye length is about the same as the
thickness of the active area 共both about 30 nm, tchannel =
⬃ LD兲. Hence, the first part is expected to have a greater
contribution than the second part. The effect of this nonequal
contribution can be seen by comparing Figs. 3共c兲 and 3共d兲, as
the contribution from the second part overestimates the sensitivity in certain regions 关shown with a black dashed ellipse
in Fig. 3共d兲兴. The coupling of the front to back surfaces
changes as a function of the gate biases 共changing the carrier
concentration兲, also affecting the sensitivity of the device.7
The method presented for estimating the optimum biasing
conditions can be used for any SOI or nanowire device in
which the back gate and fluid bias can be controlled.
The source-drain current measured at different biasing
conditions highlights the effect of operation conditions on
the sensitivity. For example, biasing the device at one point
yields a sensitivity of 0.50 decade/ pH 关Fig. 3共e兲兴, while another bias condition yields a sensitivity of 0.70 decade/ pH
关Fig. 3共f兲兴. It is evident that transducer performance increases
as the device is biased closer to depletion in the subthreshold
region of the device.
The subthreshold slope for a field effect device is given
by the equation9
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 共a兲 log10共IDS兲 共magnitude shown with the color bar兲 as a function of the fluid and back gate biases with device operating in 10 mM
sodium phosphate buffer at pH 8.10. 共b兲 same as 共a兲 in pH 6.31 共c兲 Logarithmic ratio of IDS at pH 8.10 to IDS at pH 6.31 共magnitude shown with the color
bar兲 as the experimental verification of the surface charge sensitivity of the device. 共d兲 Sum of partial derivative of IDS with respect to VFS and 共0.5兲 times the
partial derivative of IDS with respect to VBS at pH 8.10 共magnitude shown with the color bar兲 as a measure of device sensitivity to change in surface charge.
共e兲 IDS as a function of the buffer pH, at VBS = −2.4 V and VFS = −0.3 V. Data points are consecutive in time, separated by approximately 15 min. 共f兲 Same as
共e兲, but operating at VBS = −0.8 V and VFS = −2.4 V.

S = 关d共log10共IDS兲兲/dVGS兴−1 = 2.3mkT/q,

共3兲

where k is the Boltzmanns constant, T is the temperature, q is
the charge of a single electron, and m is a factor 共with a
minimum value of 1兲 which describes the degree of control
of the gate over the channel region. The value of an ideal S at
room temperature is approximately m times 60 mV/decade.
It is also well established that the surface potential change of
SiO2 as a function of pH ranges from 40– 60 mV/ pH depending on the density and activation of surface cites, buffer
ionic strength, and composition.10 In the ideal case, a purely
Nernstian response will give a surface potential sensitivity of
2.3kT / q V / pH,11 which places a fundamental limit on the
best case sensitivity. Change in current is limited to at most
one decade per one unit pH change of the buffer
共1 decade/ pH兲. This work has demonstrated that it is possible to obtain 0.70 decade/ pH using nanoplate sensors,
which is similar to the sensitivities reported with other work
at the forefront of the field. Nanoscale width silicon transducers such as nanowires are reported to have sensitivities
such as 0.82,12 0.06,13 and 0.007 decade/ pH.14 Work with
other SOI structures report 0.19 decade/ pH 共Ref. 15兲 and
0.04 decade/ pH.16,7 It should also be noted that the sensitivity can be improved by optimizing the fabrication and reducing the interface trap densities of the devices.
This leads us to conclude that the sensitivity to pH that
can be obtained with microscale widths and nanoscale thickness field effect transducers can be close to the fundamental
limit, especially when used in a double gate mode with optimization of biasing conditions. Our experiments demonstrated the importance and benefits of using a double-gated
device to choose the optimum fluid and substrate bias conditions for maximum sensitivity. For an active area thin
enough compared to the intrinsic Debye length, using the

combination of the partial derivatives of the source-drain
current with respect to the back and fluid bias was found to
be a good estimator for determining the optimum biasing
conditions.
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